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Nano carbon materials as nanotubes (CNTs) and fullerenes in nanotechnology have a lot of potential for industrial applica-

tions. On the efforts of developing applications, it has been recognized that computational simulations are powerful and effi-

cient tools to find and create new materials from nano scale. Aiming at realistic simulations for nonmaterial, we have devel-

oped a large-scale computation technique utilizing tight binding molecular dynamic method, ab initio density functional theo-

ry (DFT), GSW rearrangement and time-dependent DFT method. We have studies various physical properties of nano-carbon

and applications e.g., (1) Nano-structural deformation by ion irradiation, (2) Atomic and Electronic Structures of Contact

between Carbon Nanotube and Titanium, (3) Generation of new atomic structure using GSW rearrangement, (4) Composite

material formed from twisted CNTs, (5) Hole-doped diamond superconductor. In addition to nano carbon as nanotube, dia-

mond and graphite of traditional carbon material came into limelight. Along these works, we have realized that the Earth

Simulator is a very powerful tool for large-scale material simulations.

Keywords: Large scale simulation, TB theory, ab initio theory, DFT, Carbon Nanotube, Fullerenes

GSW, Hole-doped Diamond superconductor
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1. INTRODUCTION
Carbon materials have been expected to make a break-

through in material science and nanotechnology. A lot of

potential applications of nanotubes and fullerenes e.g., elec-

tronic field emitter and electronic devices have attracted sci-

entific community. In the investigation and utilizing their

material properties, numerical simulation using supercom-

puter has turned to be a very efficient tool. A recent develop-

ment in nanotechnology has required a more efficient super-

computing capable of a large-scale simulation of up to 104

atoms. Aiming large-scale simulations utilizing Earth

Simulator, we have developed computational package based

on ab initio DFT theory and parameterized tight-binding

(TB) method. The TB code we have developed is shown to

be suitable for the very large systems even though the lack

of symmetrical arrangement. The Eliashberg equation lin-

earized with respect to the anomalous Green's function

applied to the prediction of high Tc superconductivity for a

hole-doped diamond. The Generalized Stone-Wales (GSW)

rearrangement is used to find new novel nano carbon struc-

tures. We have carried out some subjects in this work, which

are described in the next section. There are three primary

objectives with this work: (1) design of innovative nonmate-

rial with certain desired properties; (2) obtaining fundamen-

tal properties in nano-scale matter, and (3) nano-applica-

tions. Our purpose is to give the clear explanation of proper-

ties and phenomena of nano-scale events and deduce guiding

principle to design new materials for applications from

nanostructures using super-computers.
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2. PHYSICAL STUDIES ON NANOMATERIALS
2.1 Nano-structural deformation by ion irradiation

Ion beam irradiation is one of important technology for

nano-scale fabrication. The structural deformation from

graphite to nano-diamond upon irradiation of Ar8+ ion (high-

charged ion) was suggested by the RIKEN group [1].

Motivated by this report, the mechanisms of the structural

change are studied by means of electron-ion dynamics.

Experimentalists of RIKEN thought that the high charge of

Ar is essential to determine the structure, and thus they

expected that the resulting structure appearing on the graphite

surface was independent on the Ar8+ incident energy. From

theoretical point of view, speed of electron flow from

graphite and Ar ion should be a key factor during the colli-

sion, thus electron dynamics in addition to MD should play

very important roles.

Last year, we investigated the structural deformation by

first-principles electron-ion dynamics simulation based on

the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) cou-

pled with Ehrenfest approximation for classical MD. We set

the incident energy of Ar8+ ion as 400 eV, the same value as

that in experiment, and found significant destruction of

graphitic structure causing transient formation of local sp3

configuration.

This year, we examined the dependence of the structural

deformation on the incident energy by testing several values

as 40 eV, 125 eV and 225 eV. In sharp contrast to experi-

mentalists' expectation, the resulting geometry is highly

dependent on the incident energy of Ar8+[3].

Figure 1 shows how resulting geometries differ. In case of

Ar8+ irradiation with incident energy of 40 eV, the Ar ion is

simply reflected dressing electron cloud and graphite retains

its honeycomb network. When incident energy is increased

as 125 eV, single vacancies are formed not only on the

graphene surface layer but also on the third layer below the

surface. The most interesting structural change is seen when

the incident energy is 225 eV. The simulation shows roll-up

structure of graphene sheet obtained by connecting the third

and fourth layers.

Figure 2 (a) shows more detailed viewgraph of the final

geometry in Fig. 1 obtained with incident energy of 225 eV.

One can be interested in how this rolled geometry sustains

until the system is cooled down. Figure 2 (b) shows how

kinetic energies of C atoms are distributed after the collision

of Ar8+ ion on the graphene layers. Surprisingly, even in

short time constant as 0.1 ps (100fs), the kinetic energy dis-

tribution on each carbon layers seems to be equal suggesting

semi-equilibrium condition. The estimated temperature for

Fig. 1  Varieties of structures obtained upon Ar8+ irradiation with several

incident energies denoted in each panel. The charge contour

maps are also shown indicating semi-neutralization of Ar8+ ion in

each case.

Fig. 2  (a) The modified structure of graphene sheets irradiated by an Ar+8 ion with incident energy of 225 eV.

(b) The corresponding distribution of kinetic energies of Ar ions, of C atoms in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

layers, as a function of time.
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each layer is around 3100 K but should be lower when thick-

er model are available to test. We thus expect formation of

rolled structure is very likely.

In next year, we will examine effect of the charge on Ar

ions by comparing current results with the cases of neutral

Ar irradiation.

2.2 Atomic and Electronic Structures of Contact between

Carbon Nanotube and Titanium

For electronics applications of carbon nanotubes (CNTs)

the contact with metal is important. We have studied the

atomic and electronic structures of the contact between

metallic nanotube and titanium (Ti) as a possible contact

material by using ab-initio molecular dynamics (Fig. 3). The

atomic structure was stabilized from the simple contact by

the Ti atoms sticking out around the CNT. The Ti and C

atoms have been found to form the structure like a TiC

nanoparticle. The electronic structure has also changed espe-

cially near the Fermi level, where the more charge is distrib-

ute to the contact layers and the CNT than the simple contact.

This suggests that Ti plays the role as a contact material.

2.3 Generation of new atomic structure using GSW

rearrangement

The purpose of the research is to search for the possibility

of the creation of new novel nano carbon structures by using

only Generalized Stone-Wales (GSW) rearrangement. We

have explored the procedure of sequential GSW rearrange-

ment (it is named to "path".) from initial structure to objec-

tive structure. The various kinds of paths were found out.

For example, one was the path from 2 connected C60 to

short CNT, another was the path from a certain CNT to other

CNT that has different chirality, and so on.

In this report, the objective structure is periodic carbon

structure with hexagon and octagon rings of carbon, known

as P-surface of Schwarzites. The structure is very interesting

for many researchers, and is analyzed the characteristics in

the simulations, because it has negative curves and high

symmetry. However, the procedures of the generation have

not been clarified yet. Two types of the P surface have been

known. One is called as P688, the other is P8BAL. The

number of atoms per primitive cell of P688 is 48. The cell of

P8BAL consists of 192 atoms. Furthermore, we discover the

Fig. 3  (a) Simple and (b) stabilized atomic structures of the contact between carbon nanotube (CNT) and titanium (Ti).

The blue and orange spheres represent C and Ti atoms, respectively. (c) Nanoparticle-like structure at the root of

the CNT and (d) the Ti8C12 nanoparticle. (e) Initial (blue) and stabilized (red) charge distributions near the Fermi

level along the tube direction.
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structure that consists of 144 atoms per cell. This report

deals with two types (P688 and the new structure with 144

atoms) of three, because P8BAL is too large to be explored

all the paths by this program. It is assumed that initial struc-

ture is (8, 8) CNTs that are connected with 4 CNTs. The dif-

ference of them is a distance of the connecting position.

First, in the case of P688, snapshot are shown in Fig. 4. 16

GSW steps are necessary for isomerization. Secondly, Fig. 5

illustrates snapshot of isomerization of another objective

structure. The isomerization is realized by 164 GSW steps.

Though this report deals with only P-surface, there are G and

D surfaces and they have interesting characteristics as well

as P-surface. In the next step of the research, the paths to

these surfaces will be found out. 

2.4 Composite material formed from twisted CNTs

The aim in this section is to present a design for strong

and functional composite materials formed from CNT. We

have been investigating mechanical properties of nano car-

bon structure from basic structures as a single CNT and

multi-CNT to complex structures as a composite CNT. The

characteristic structure and properties of single and multi

CNTs play an important role in synthesizing more complex

composite materials. Therefore, stage by stage, we launched

our simulations.

Two years ago, we presented a the technique to create

CNTs in the bundles using van-del walls attractive interac-

tion. But the interaction is too week to remain CNT bundle

under even low temperatures.

In expectation of creating atomic bonding between CNTs

to keep bundle, we tried to twist the CNTs presented in Fig. 6.

Because of the torque caused by twisted CNTs, CNTs in

the bundles at the initial state changed to come loose under

the free edgy. So as to hold CNTs twisted under the free

edgy condition, we have to induce atomic bonding between

CNTs. From the results of any trial simulations, we found

the suitable condition of applied temperature and a rate of

twist per length to generate atomic bonding between CNTs.

The sp3 hybridization bonding appears on the surface of

CNTs. Three orbitals contribute to intra atomic bonding and

Fig. 4  Snapshot of isomerization (P688). Fig. 5  Snapshot of isomerization

(Structure consisting of 144 atoms per cell).

Fig. 6  Rope of nanotube.
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one orbital to inter atomic bonding presented in Fig. 7. As a

result, sp3 hybridization might prevent CNTs in the bundles

from coming loose. But for a long time simulation the site of

atomic bonding rearrange on the surface. The most impor-

tant thing in this simulation is that there is no impurity with

the exception of Carbon in the structure. So we think the

structure expressed here is one of the stronger structures

among the composite material formed from pure CNTs.

2.5 hole-doped diamond superconductor

Recently, hole-doped diamonds have attracted consider-

able attention. Our aim is to investigate by simulation exper-

iment that at what temperature hole-doped diamond becomes

superconducting if holes are ideally doped into pure dia-

mond without using impurities. To this end, we have formu-

lated from microscopic point of view a general non-pertur-

bation scheme of the calculation of dielectric response func-

tions. Specifically, we simulated the time evolution of

charge density r(t) of the carbon atoms using PVCRTMD

(Parallel Vector Carbon Recursion Technique Molecular

Dynamics) code for order-N tight-Binding molecular

dynamics simulation. In the present simulation, the number

of carbon atoms in the diamond was 4096 and the simulation

of the charge density. ρ(t) was performed up to 8.2 ps with

0.5 fs time step. The sustained performance of 4.82 Tflops

was achieved by utilizing 130 nodes (1040 PEs) of the Earth

Simulator. 

From the simulated charge density ρ(t), the dielectric

response function is given by adopting the linear-response

theory. And also the effective interaction between electrons

is defined as a bare Coulomb interaction divided by response

function. Thus, solving the Eliashberg equation with the

effective interaction, we can obtaine the relation between the

hole concentration and Tc.

Since we is concerned with Tc , the Eliashberg equation is

linearized with respect to the anomalous Green's function.

Then, the Eliashberg equation reduces to a eigenvalue prob-

lem: MX=λX, where M is a function of the single Green's

function and effective interaction, and X corresponds to gap

function. Tc is determined as the temperature at which the

largest eigenvalue λmax of the kernel M crosses 1. From Fig. 8

we see that the attractive interaction between electrons occurs

due to strong interplay between electrons and lattice vibra-

tion. We also see that Tc suddenly increases with hole con-

centration.

The results of our simulation show that hole-doped dia-

mond within a rigid-band approach is promising supercon-

ductor. We hope that the results presented here could stimu-

late further experimental work on the synthesis and charac-

terization of diamond into which holes are ideally injected

with no impurity.

3. SUMMARY
The large-scale simulations on nonmaterial have been car-

riedout by ab initio density functional method and the para-

meterizedtight-binding calculations. The optimized codes

showed that the computation on the Earth Simulator could

give an exceptional performance and enables us more

chance for large-scale and realistic simulations. Our large

scale simulations can provide the nanotechnology industries

valuable information on novel nano material properties and

on nano electrical designs for application.

Fig. 7  The sp3 hybridization between CNTs.

Fig. 8  Eigenvalues for the linearized Eliashberg equation are plotted as

functions of temperature.
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